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Agenda

❖ Data Type Class Hierarchy

❖ Base class Object

❖ Class Declaration

❖ Value and Reference Types
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The Data Type Class Hierarchy
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System. Object class
❖ ToString - method is used to get a string 

representation of this object. For base types, 
their string value will simply be displayed:

❖ GetHashCode - method allows to return some 
numeric value that will correspond to a given 
object or its hash code. By this number, for 
example, you can compare objects. You can 
define a variety of algorithms for generating a 
similar number or take the implementation of 
the basic type:

❖ GetType - method allows to get the type of 
object:

❖ Equals - method allows to compare two objects 
for equality:
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Class Declaration 
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Class Declaration. Access specifier: 
public: a public class or member of a class. Such a class member is accessible from anywhere in the 
code, as well as from other programs and assemblies.

private: the private class or member of the class. Represents the exact opposite of the public 
modifier. Such a private class or class member is available only from code in the same class or 
context.

protected: such a member of the class is accessible from anywhere in the current class or in derived 
classes. In this case, derived classes may be located in other assemblies.

internal: class and class members with a similar modifier are accessible from anywhere in the code 
in the same assembly, but it is not available for other programs and assemblies (as is the case with 
the public modifier).

protected internal: combines the functionality of two modifiers. Classes and class members with 
this modifier are accessible from the current assembly and from derived classes.

private protected: this class member is accessible from anywhere in the current class or in derived 
classes that are defined in the same assembly.
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Class declaration. Fields
❖ A field is a variable of any type that is declared directly in a class or struct.
❖ Use fields only for variables that have private or protected accessibility
❖ A field can be initialized in declaration.

Doctor doc1 = new Doctor();
Doctor doc2 = new Doctor();

public class Doctor
{
 private string name;
 private double salary =100;
 private int    expYear;
  ...
}

name “”
salary 100
expYear 0

doc1

doc2

Instances 
of class

name  “”
salary 100
expYear 0
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Static, readonly and constants fields
❖ static field  and constant belong to the class itself, and are shared among all instances of that class.

❖ only C# built-in types (and string or enum)may be declared as const.

❖ constants must be initialized as they are declared and do not change for the life of the program

❖ readonly field is const for instance of the class, can be initialized in declaration or in constructor only
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Readonly and constants fields
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Constructors
❖ In addition to the usual methods in classes, special methods are also used, which are 

called constructors. Constructors are called when creating a new object of this class. 
Designers perform object initialization.
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Keyword  «this»
❖ The keyword this represents a link to the current instance of the class.
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Properties
❖ In addition to the usual methods in the C # language, there are special access methods 

called properties. They provide easy access to the fields of the class, find out their 
meaning or install them.

❖ Property is a member that provides a flexible mechanism 
to read, write, or compute the value of a private field. 

❖ Properties can be used as if they are public data 
members, but they are actually special methods 
called accessors. 
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Methods
❖ Methods are declared in a class or struct by specifying the access level, the return value, the 

name of the method, and any method parameters.
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Parameter Modifiers
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    static void Main ( string [ ] args )
    {
        int arg;
        arg = 4;
        // Passing by value. The value of arg in Main is not changed.
        squareVal ( arg );
        Console.WriteLine ( arg ); // Output: 4 
 
        arg = 4; 
        // Passing by reference.  The value of  arg in Main is changed.
        squareRef ( ref arg );
 
        Console.WriteLine ( arg );        // Output: 16 
    }
    
   

static void squareVal ( int valParameter 
)
    {
        valParameter *= valParameter;
    }

 static void squareRef( ref int refParameter 
)
    {
        refParameter *= refParameter;
    }
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Operator Overloading
public static rettype operator op(param1 [,param2])
{…}

Only some operators can be overloaded:

unary:    + , - , !, ~, ++, --, true, false 
binary:   +, -, *, /, %, &, |, ^, <<, >>, ==, !=,    
       >, <, >=, <=

Some operators should be overloaded in pair:
 ==  and  !=

    > and   <
    >= and <=
   true and false
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Operator Overloading. Example
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Conversion Operators 
❖ Classes or structs can be converted to and/or from other classes or structs, or basic types

❖ Conversions are defined like operators and are named for the type to which they 
convert.

❖ Conversions declared as implicit occur automatically when it is required.

❖ Conversions declared as explicit require a cast to be called.

❖ All conversions must be declared as static.
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Conversion Operators. Example
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Value and Reference Types
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Task 4
❖ Define class Car with fields name, color, price and const field CompanyName          Create 

two constructors - default and with parameters.                                         Create a property 
to access the color field.                                           Define methods: Input () - to 
enter car data from the console, Print () - to output the machine data to 
the console ChangePrice (double x) - to change the price by x%

❖ Enter data about 3 cars.

❖ Decrease their price by 10%, display info about the car.

❖ Enter a new color and paint the car with the color white in the specified color

❖ Overload the operator == for the class Car (cars - equal if the name and price are equal)

❖ Overload the method ToString ()  in the class Car, which returns a line with data about the 
car
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Homework 4
   1) Create class Person.

    Class Person should consists of
              a) two private fields: name and birthYear (the birthday year).As a type for this field you may use DataTime type.)
              b) two properties for access to these fields (only get)
              c) default constructor and constructor with 2 parameters 
              d) methods: - Age() - to calculate the age of person
                     -Input() - to input information about person
                    -ChangeName() - to change the name of person
                   -ToString() 
                     -Output() - to output information about person (call ToString())
                   - operator== (equal by name)
     In the method Main() create 6 objects of Person type and input information about them.  Then calculate and write to 
console the name and Age of each person; 
Change the name of persons, which Age is less then 16, to "Very Young".
Output information about all persons. 
Find and output information about Persons with the same names (use ==)

2. Learn next C# topics:
a) Class, objects, fields, properties, constructors, methods
b) Interfaces 

              c) Collections C#
   


